
TOOLS REQUIRED: 
Paper Trimmer, Double-Sided Tape or Glue, Craft Knife and Scissors. 
Optional: Foam Tape &  Sanding Tool.

www.49andmarket.com

Vintage Artistry Everywhere Cluster Kit

PREPARATION: Carefully remove all the laser cut pieces and printed chipboard from the packaging. Using a craft knife, 
turn to the reverse of the sheet and carefully cut the “pins” or nodules off each of the pieces. Sand off any residue of the  
nodules to leave a smooth edge. 

Tip: Look at the finished piece image - if pieces won’t show, you can trim back unseen portion of laser cuts to use 
elsewhere.  



Cluster #1

Assemble pieces shown.  The 
blue cord and three wooden clips 
will be found in the trinket bag.  
Map frame, “we’re on vacation”, 
“vacation” and orange button 
are on the chipboard sheet.  All 
other pieces are from the laser cut 
elements. 

Begin assembling the cluster by 
starting with approximately an 11” 
piece of blue cord. Adhere pieces 
shown above (small postcard with 
orange label, small map banner 
piece, blue notebook ephemera 
and the wooden frame with a photo 
behind it).

Next, add the larger map banner, 
geo frame and the chipboard map 
frame with a photo behind it.
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Continue adding bits.... Add the 
map tag and butterfly on the left 
side.  Next, add the chipboard 
“Vacation” and “We’re on  Vacation” 
banner. Finish by adding a white 
wooden clip.

Finishing touches... Add the stamp, blue heart and orange button to 
center bottom.  Create a small bow from the blue cording provided in 
the trinket bag.  Clip the bow with a wooden clip and add another to the 
center.
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Cluster #2

Begin by assembling the various 
pieces shown.  The blue cord and 
three wooden clips will be found 
in the trinket bag.  The two map 
frames, geo tag, camera spot and 
blue buttons are on the chipboard 
sheet.  All other pieces are from the 
laser cut elements. 

Start to assemble and adhere 
pieces together.  Use approximately 
an 11” piece of cord. Adhere pieces 
as shown above. 

Adhere photos behind the two map 
frames and then add to cluster. Add 
“Best Ever” sign. 

Add the “Best time ever” title piece 
to the left side. Add the 3 cars 
below.  Add the camera spot in the 
center of the geo frame. Note - you 
may want to add some foam tape or 
a piece of unused chipboard to even 
out this piece as it will sit on top of 
the frame. 

Finishing touches...  As done in the previous cluster, use cord to make a 
small bow and clip together with a wooden clip. Add the blue button and 
the other two wooden clips. 
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Cluster #3

Begin by assembling the various 
pieces shown.  Blue clip and cord 
can be found in trinket bag. The 
sphere, blue heart, “See Places” 
circle and blue button are from the 
chipboard sheet. All else are from 
the laser cuts.

Start to assemble and adhere 
pieces together.  The diagonal 
stripe remnant serves as the base. 
Next add the large map remnant 
and sphere. Place the smaller map 
remnant on top followed by the blue 
stamp piece.

Finish the cluster by adding the 
second stamp with “Just Go” on it.  
Add blue heart and “See Places”. 
Finish by creating a bow that gets 
clipped and add the 2 button 
pieces.

Cluster #4

Assemble the pieces shown.  The 
metal clip is in trinket bag. The “Life 
with you....” circle and blue button 
are on the chipboard sheet.  All 
other pieces are from the laser cut 
elements. 
Note - there are several banner titles 
to chose from.

Start to assemble and adhere 
pieces together.  Use the large map 
remnant piece as your base and 
build up. Next add the wide tag 
followed by tag with postage on it.  
Finish with the diagonal stripe slide 
frame.

Continue to embellish the cluster 
by adding the chipboard circle, 
buttons and banner. Add clip as the 
finishing touch.


